CAMPUS PAYROLL MANAGERS

Subject: Release 502—Premium Overtime Recalculation

Enclosed is a copy of Release 502. This release changes program PPP390 so that premium overtime will only be recalculated when time-on-call has been reported with the same pay period end date as the premium overtime.

Background

Prior to Release 456, the hourly rate for premium overtime was recalculated when both premium overtime and time-on-call were reported for the same distribution, on the same transaction type, with the same pay period end date.

Release 456 changed the definition of an "overtime set" to include all earnings distributions for current pay with the same pay period end date and removed the presence of time-on-call in the set as a "trigger" to do the recalculation.

After the installation of Release 502, the presence of time-on-call will be reinstated as a "trigger" to do the recalculation of premium overtime. However, other than adding this "trigger," the definition of an "overtime set" will remain as defined in Release 456, i.e., it includes all earnings distributions for current pay with the same pay period end date.

If I can answer any questions, please call at (415) 987-0945 or e-mail BFNNLP@UCCVMA.

Nancy Partovi

Attachments

cc: Coordinator Dowen (w/o Att.)
    Coordinator Gayle  
    Manager Wilcox 